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With an aging population and demand higher than ever, leaders within the healthcare industry 

are challenged to improve access to care at every point of service, and to deliver better customer 

experience. This is an imperative with healthcare centers and primary care provider facilities where 

connecting patients quickly to the right skilled team members may not only improve convenience, but 

may make a major difference in the quality of care. Whether its making sure a customer is delivered 

to the resources available in a Nurse Consultation hot line or a Pharmacy work group with ease, 

the objective is to achieve simple, effective, efficient, reliable, and delightful customer interactions. 

Organizations struggle how to manage overwhelming amounts of disparate data they could 

potentially analyze, but when it comes to customer experience, nothing is more important than the 

data behind live engagements with customers from call, chat, and email conversations. 

Brightmetrics delivers these insights to hundreds of healthcare organizations that 
use Mitel MiVoice Connect and enables them to:

• Optimize Staffing Levels

• Improve Customer Satisfaction

• Improve Employee Productivity

• Identify Opportunities for Training and Organizational Improvement

Executive Summary

Golden Valley 
Health Centers

Spotlight on Healthcare: 

Brightmetrics Turns Mitel Phone Data into 
Improved Customer Experience

But how do you make this data accessible on your Mitel (formerly ShoreTel) system?
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Before Brightmetrics, GVHC didn’t have the tools they needed to easily access the right information 

in the right format or see their data in easily consumed visualizations without significant investment 

of resource hours. Due to the limitations in Mitel’s reporting functionality GVHC had difficulty getting 

these perspectives. Different stakeholders within their organizations couldn’t benefit from the insights 

that could help them further understand their customer experience in their continual improvement 

processes that seeks to maximize strategic and operational outcomes. In their drive to provide the best 

possible customer experience, they knew a key piece of the puzzle could emerge with timely delivery 

of unique perspectives built from their Mitel data.

Prior to Brightmetrics, the GVHC technical team had to spend countless hours on the manual process 

of pulling together the limited data perspectives that they could from the phone system. This required 

senior resources that could write SQL queries and build perspectives for many different complex 

needs.  They needed a service that could democratize access to business users and allow them to 

easily craft their own unique perspectives with ease.

Golden Valley Health Centers serves the residents of Central California, providing healthcare to 

residents that have diverse demographics and healthcare needs. They specialize in providing medical 

services for those who have limited access to other treatment resources, including school-based, 

women-centric, homeless-accessible treatment centers. Every quarter they field over 400,000 calls. Like 

many healthcare organizations, their phone system, due to the timely synchronous communications it 

delivers, remains their primary and most important resource for off-site patient contact.

Company Information

They also needed better visibility into how their 

phone system was configured and how patient and 

staff calls where routing through the organization 

under full volume operational conditions at all 

hours. Since Mitel had no way of delivering these 

perspectives natively, the GVHC team sought out 

how they could get these kinds of insights so they 

could continuously fine tune their system’s call 

flows and configuration to optimize their potential. 

One Network Administrator said:

The Problem

  We were essentially 

getting no reporting out 

of ShoreTel directly.

“
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Since Mitel’s native reporting was static and rigid, performing trend analysis from their phone system 

data was excruciating. It required running endless reports, adjusting parameters to dig deeper to get 

to the insights and context behind the trends they saw. They needed a service that could allow their 

data to be presented in a flexible way, that allowed them to slice and dice the dimensions, value and 

redefine parameters on the fly… enabling quick, efficient, and insightful analysis.

• Prior to Brightmetrics, the organization had difficulty when using Mitel reports being able to 

determine the number of calls across the various sites and locations from patients or between staff 

members

• With only limited, rigid reports and limited access to data (without the assistance from the IT team) 

the call center management team had no way throughout their day to surface specific information, 

like individuals who called multiple times per day, to determine the reason for the behavior, 

limiting their tools in continuously improving their staffing and processes 

• Mitel didn’t afford management and agents any in-the-moment operational dashboards that could 

improve awareness across the organization of how many calls were currently in queue, making 

shifting resources to handle call volume more challenging

A front office supervisor said:

“Before Brightmetrics, I was not able monitor the 

amount of calls each of my team were taking each 

day.”
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After the quick implementation process, the technical team, management, and agents at Golden Valley 

Health Center were quickly able to access in-depth tools to perform analytics and in the moment 

metrics. This provided a complete operational picture for both their phone system and their call center 

operations. They saw an immediate payoff from switching away from the native reporting options, that 

afforded limited reporting and took hours to assemble, to Brightmetrics’ that enabled instantaneous 

access to customizable reports and delivered real insights into their client-care operations. They 

transitioned from a time-consuming process that required network administration intervention to 

democratizing the ability across the organization to pull frequently changing data with total data 

transparency, enabling everyone from administration to contact center leadership to call center 

agents to make informed decisions to help their patience get the best service possible. Their Network 

Administrator said:

      A hundred people use our display boards all 

day long and the value is extraordinary.

“

How Did Brightmetrics Help GVHC?

“The biggest benefit for me is how many different 

ways you are able to filter your report to get the 

exact information you need.”

The network administration could constantly assess the technical functionality of the phone system, 

better determine which phone functions were used by customers, and adjust the configuration to 

collect more analytics for the call center and customer experience management. Leadership better 

understands staffing requirements that help solve common services issues they were experiencing, 

and the call center agents themselves now rely heavily on that data to understand the current customer 

experience. Their Medical Records Manager said:
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1. Call Volume and Staffing of the GVCH Call Center

The flexibility of Brightmetrics reporting, versus the static and difficult to navigate native reports, 

instantaneously opened a host of useful information and insights to the team at GVHC. For example, 

the technical team had estimated GVHC’s quarterly call volume to be approximately 100,000 calls. The 

actual volume, surfaced in the Brightmetrics reports, showed about 4 times their original estimate, with 

a call volume consistently over 400,000 calls. This illuminated some opportunities to deliver a better 

customer experience with small adjustments to equipment, staffing, and the technical department. The 

Ancillary Services Director said:

While no analytics or business intelligence service could prescribe an exact solution for management 

due to the complexity of many facets they consider, these metrics help point leadership in the right 

direction and provides clues where to get started. It also proved to those in charge just how vital 

telephone communication still is to their patients and employees. According to one employee:

      Reports from Brightmetrics enable us to 

gauge the staffing levels needed to keep 

up with our call volumes.  We can measure 

abandonment rate and hold times to determine if 

our patients are being serviced in a timely basis.  If 

not, then we are able to adjust accordingly.

“

“It’s still a huge number of calls that people make 

to make instant contact with one another and solve 

business problems.” 

For example, Brightmetrics has helped the GVHC leadership determine that their call center labor and 

resources is a key investment into to maximize the customer experience. 
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4. Making Changes to Improve Customer Experience Right from Real 
Time Perspectives

Prior to Brightmetrics, pulling any data from 

the phone system was a manual process that 

required the assistance of the IT department. In 

fact, GVHC has a role that devotes about 80% 

of its time to Mitel phone management. That 

administrator would spend hours compiling 

metrics for contact center management, 

metrics that were constantly changing due 

to fluctuating needs of the call center phone 

traffic. With Brightmetrics, management can 

access their own reports and adjust the data 

perspectives on the fly as needed without 

requiring the intervention of a resource 

outside their department. Additionally, all of 

the key stakeholders are able to access the 

data perspectives they need, despite the fact 

that the majority of them have yet to undergo 

formal Brightmetrics training. The intuitive 

dashboards, the help section within the 

interface, and the incredibly quick response 

from customer service have enabled managers 

to self-train and access data necessary to 

effectively run their team. GVHC’s in-house 

Programmer said:

2. Technical Support

The biggest benefits of 

Brightmetrics to me is the 

flexible reporting tools, 

helpful customer support, 

and the clean organization of 

the ShoreTel databases.

“
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In addition to the autonomy 

that Brightmetrics provides for 

department members, it has 

provided the network administration 

the ability to take their phone 

system well beyond what they had 

previously thought. From basic issues 

like device functionality, phones 

deployed, trunk utilization to CPU 

usage, Brightmetrics could answer 

many questions for GVHC technical 

staff and allow them to utilize their 

phone system to its maximum 

potential. According to the Mitel 

network administrator within GVHC:

“If we didn’t have Brightmetrics, 

we’d have a very simple phone system 

to engineer and administrate. With 

Brightmetrics, people realize just how much 

we can understand so I’m being tasked 

with doing some extraordinarily complex 

stuff with the phone system so that the 

numbers can be seen on Brightmetrics.”

3. Customer Experience

With the implementation of Brightmetrics, the GVHC center has a better perspective into their 

customer experience. One major issue surfaced from Brightmetrics insights was the occurrence of 

multiple call-backs from the caller ID. This perspective was impossible to easily get to the operations 

time from the native reporting in a timely manner that would allow them to act and improve the 

customer experience if that occurred and is  uniquely easy and available to the operations team in 

Brightmetrics. Call center managers could now reach out to those patients immediately and investigate 

the reason for the repeat phone calls, so they can ensure patients are getting connected to all the right 

resources available through the GVHC team! A brief network connectivity outage left GVHC agents 

without access to their Brightmetrics web services for a moment, operating as they had in the past 

with only their phone system to run operations. Brightmetrics had become integral to the daily, hourly 

operations cadence so much that: 

     You would have thought I took away everybody’s favorite toy. 

I didn’t think they were paying attention, but all of the agents were 

disappointed about their inability to know the heartbeat and pulses 

of the organization. I was really impressed at how much people rely 

on the information to get a feeling for what’s going on.

“
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The staff, from administrators to call center agents, have come to rely on the access to the ECC 

Dashboard screens they have on display in their office to gauge how the customers’ experience is, and 

how to adjust resources to meet the changing daily needs. A Call Center Agent said:

“I think the biggest benefit is definitely seeing the 

hold time for patients. When I see a long hold time 

I usually end my wrap up as soon as I’m done with 

my call.” 

Understanding how important a delightful customer experience is, the staff of GVHC was impressed 

with the service they received from the Brightmetrics Support team. For example, if a call center man-

ager had a question about pulling a specific report, he would get a response from the Brightmetrics 

team in an unprecedented amount of time. According to the network administrator: 

      The value is extraordinary. Nobody we work 

with gives the kind of service Brightmetrics does. 

And not only is the service great, but they’re 

professional beyond belief.

“
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Key Metrics

• Time On

• Time to Answer

• Wait Time

• Unanswered Calls

Final Thoughts

“Our experience with Brightmetrics has been 

nothing short of miraculous.”

• PRIs

Customer Experience / Satisfaction:

Staffing Optimization / Productivity / Training:

Find out how you can leverage Brightmetrics to provide better service to your 

patients today.

START YOUR FREE TRIAL


